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CloudGO

Why use CloudGO?  

Using Trustmarque to plan, deliver 
and migrate to your new cloud 
datacentre you will:

•	 Take	advantage	of	a	defined	
outcome approach, you can 
control and understand your 
business risks throughout the 
migration

•	 Benefit	from	a	single	prime	
consultancy, you have a single 
set of management and technical 
teams to work with

•	 Access many years of cloud 
design expertise within 
Trustmarque. As a result, the 
outcome will be more secure 
and in line with accepted best 
practice standards and delivered 
efficiently

•	 Adopt the advantages and 
benefits	of	cloud	much	
faster through a lift and shift 
methodology

CloudGO, from Trustmarque, is designed to bring together each 
stage	of	the	cloud	migration	journey	into	a	single	simple	fixed	
price	service	offering	(plus	your	monthly	Azure	spend)	to	insulate	
you from the complexity of cloud migrations. 

From assessment through to planning and execution to 
management, we’ll support you and transform your platform, 
allowing you to focus on your business. CloudGO consists of a 
rapid assessment and data centre build process, followed by up 
to	6	months	of	activity	to	move	in-scope	work	to	Azure.
 
CloudGO	delivers	cost	efficiencies,	agility	and	speed	at	all	phases	
of cloud migration and transformation programmes and is tailored 
to meet an organisation’s needs. CloudGO begins by working 
with your management and IT specialists to select a reference 
architecture from the approved Trustmarque library that matches 
your requirements and customises from there. 

How CloudGO works

CloudGO is not simply a reference architecture for a platform, 
it is an entire cloud migration journey in a single program. Our 
technology experts work with your senior management and 
technology specialists over three key phases:

Assess and Plan Migrate, Test
and Remediate

Operate

At the end of the nine months of work, you have a full virtual 
datacentre with your suitable applications migrated into it. Once 
each application migration is complete, you can choose from 
returning operating system support to your operations team or leave 
it with Trustmarque through one of our CSP support services.

Become Cloud Native in Nine Months for £30,000
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Next steps

Following use of CloudGO, your organisation may wish to 
consider further Trustmarque services to enhance or maintain your 
applications:

•	 Learn	to	manage	Azure	effectively	using	the	Trustmarque	
AzOps service

•	 Reduce costs, improve stability, or increase performance by 
refactoring applications to use cloud native technologies, 
using our Innovation Labs

•	 Move assets into Managed Code Services, a safe home for 
your technical IP

AzOps works with your internal technology teams to share the 
Trustmarque	DevOps	framework	for	Azure.	It	explains	many	of	the	
basics needed to transition from on-premises to cloud working.

Innovation Labs provide a reliable innovation delivery model with 
predictable costs. This service supports your cloud journey by 
optimising and extending your application portfolio with cloud-
native technologies.

Our Managed Code Services provide a repository for managed 
code, with a range of on-demand engagements that can be used 
to safeguard your IP. This service enables us to provide you with 
accurate recommendations and deliver change with minimum 
fuss. It is ideal for reducing the cost and risk associated with 
maintaining proprietary applications that support your business 
but are not under active development. 

The CloudGO service also works well with the output of 
Trustmarque’s	Cloud	Adoption	Framework	(CAF).

Why Trustmarque?  

Trustmarque has a breadth and depth 
of experience with public and private 
sector clients in delivering successful 
transformation programmes.

Working with Microsoft for 30 years 
across a wide range of products 
and services has helped us to build 
an experienced and knowledgeable 
team, with a unique blend of 
capabilities across all aspects of 
applications, business insights, and 
systems management.

We use our team to simplify IT, 
enabling our customers to accelerate 
their organisational objectives with an 
expert technology partner.


